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Abstrat: Let P = {h1, . . . , hs} ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk], D ≥ deg(hi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, σ
bounding the bit length of the oeients of the hi's, and Φ be a quantier-free
P-formula dening a onvex semi-algebrai set. We design an algorithm return-
ing a rational point in S if and only if S ∩ Q 6= ∅. It requires σO(1)DO(k
3)
bit
operations. If a rational point is outputted its oordinates have bit length dom-
inated by σDO(k
3)
. Using this result, we obtain a proedure deiding if a poly-
nomial f ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn] is a sum of squares of polynomials in Q[X1, . . . , Xn].
Denote by d the degree of f , τ the maximum bit length of the oeients in f ,
D =
(
n+d
n
)
and k ≤ D(D + 1) −
(
n+2d
n
)
. This proedure requires τO(1)DO(k
3)
bit operations and the oeients of the outputted polynomials have bit length
dominated by τDO(k
3)
.
Key-words: rational sum of squares, semidenite programming, onvex semi-
algebrai sets, omplexity.
∗
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Calul de points rationnels dans des
semi-algébriques onvexes et déomposition en
sommes de arrés
Résumé : Soit P = {h1, . . . , hs} ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk], D ≥ deg(hi) pour 1 ≤
i ≤ s, σ une borne sur la longueur binaire des oeients des hi, et Φ une P-
formule sans quantiateurs dénissant un ensemble semi-algébrique onvexe.
Nous dérivons un algorithme qui retourne un point à oordonnées rationnelles
dans S si et seulement si S ∩ Q 6= ∅. Cet algorithme est de omplexité binaire
σO(1)DO(k
3)
. Si un point rationnel est renvoyé, ses oordonnées sont de longueur
binaires dominées par σDO(k
3)
. On déduit de e résultat une proédure qui
déide si un polynme f ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn] est une somme de arrés de polynmes
dans Q[X1, . . . , Xn]. Soit d le degré de f , τ le maximum des longueurs binaires
des oeients de f , D =
(
n+d
n
)
et k ≤ D(D+1)−
(
n+2d
n
)
. Cette proédure est
de omplexité binaire τO(1)DO(k
3)
et les oeients des polynmes obtenus en
sortie ont une longueur binaire dominée par τDO(k
3)
.
Mots-lés : sommes de arrés à oeients rationnels, programmation semi-
dénie positive, ensembles semi-algebraiques onvexes, omplexité.
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1 Introdution
Motivation and problem statement. Suppose f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], then f is
a sum of squares (SOS) in R[x1, . . . , xn] if and only if it an be written in the
form
f = vT ·M · v, (1)
in whih v is a olumn vetor of monomials andM is a real positive semidenite
matrix (Powers and Wörmann, 1998, Theorem 1) (see also Choi et al. (1995)).
M is also alled a Gram matrix for f . If M has rational entries, then f is a sum
of squares in Q[x1, . . . , xn].
PROBLEM 1.1 (Sturmfels). If f ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xn] is a sum of squares in
R[x1, . . . , xn], then is f also a sum of squares in Q[x1, . . . , xn]?
It has been pointed out that if there is an invertible Gram matrix for f , then
there is a Gram matrix for f with rational entries (Hillar, 2009, Theorem 1.2).
Furthermore, if f ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xn] is a sum of m squares in K[x1, . . . , xn], where
K is a totally real number eld with Galois losure L, then f is also a sum of
4m · 2[L:Q]+1
(
[L:Q]+1
2
)
squares in Q[x1, . . . , xn] (Hillar, 2009, Theorem 1.4). It is
interesting to see that the number of squares an be redued to m (see Kaltofen
(2009)).
Although no example is known of a rational polynomial having only irra-
tional sum of squares, a omplete answer to Question 1.1 is not known. This is
the main motivation for us to design an algorithm to hek whether a rational
polynomial having a rational sum of squares deomposition and give the rational
SOS representation if it does exist. By reduing this problem to semi-denite
programming, this an be done by designing an algorithm heking if a onvex
semi-algebrai set ontains rational points (see Powers and Wörmann (1998)).
Main result. We propose an algorithmwhih deides if a onvex semi-algebrai
set S ⊂ Rk ontains rational points (i.e. points with oordinates in Qk). In the
ase where S ∩Qk is non-empty, a rational point in S is omputed.
The semi-algebrai set S is given as the solution set of a polynomial system
of non-strit inequalities with integer oeients. Arithmeti operations, sign
evaluations and omparisons of two integers/rationals an be done in polynomial
time of the maximum bit length of the onsidered integers/rationals.
We bound the number of bit operations that the algorithm performs with
respet to the number of polynomials, their degrees and the maximum bit length
of their input oeients; we also give upper bounds on the bit length of the o-
ordinates of the outputted rational point if this situation ours. More preisely,
the main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.1 Consider a set of polynomials P = {h1, . . . , hs} ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk],
and a quantier-free P-formula Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) and let D be an integer suh that
deg(hi) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and σ the maximum bit length of the oeients
of the hi's. Let S ⊂ Rk be the onvex semi-algebrai set dened by Φ. There
exists an algorithm whih deides if S ∩Qk is non-empty within σO(1)(sD)O(k
3)
bit operations. In ase of non-emptiness, it returns an element of S ∩Qk whose
oordinates have bit length dominated by σDO(k
3)
.
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We use a proedure due to Basu et al. (1996) performing quantier elimina-
tion over the reals in order to dedue from Theorem 1.1 the following result.
Corollary 1.2 Let S ⊂ Rk be a onvex set dened by
S = {Y ∈ Rk : (Q1X
[1] ∈ Rn1) · · · (QωX
[ω] ∈ Rnω ) P (Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])}
with quantiers Qi ∈ {∃, ∀}, where X [i] is a set of ni variables, P is a Boolean
funtion of s atomi prediates
g(Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])∆i 0
where ∆i ∈ {>,<,=} (for i = 1, . . . , s) and the gi's are polynomials of degree
D with integer oeients of binary size at most σ. There exists an algorithm
whih deides if S∩Qk is non-empty within σO(1)(sD)O(k
3Πωi=1ni)
bit operations.
In ase of non-emptiness, it returns an element of S∩Qk whose oordinates have
bit length dominated by σDO(k
3Πωi=1ni)
.
The proof of the above results is based on quantitative and algorithmi re-
sults for omputing sampling points in semi-algebrai sets and quantier elimi-
nation over the reals.
It is well-known that deiding if a given polynomial f ∈ Z[X1, . . . , Xn] of
degree d whose oeients have bit length dominated by τ is a sum of squares of
polynomials in Q[X1, . . . , Xn] an be redued to a linear matrix inequality whih
denes a onvex semi-algebrai set (see e.g. Powers and Wörmann (1998)).
Applying Theorem 1.1, we show that there exists an algorithm deiding if suh
an SOS deomposition exists over the rationals and that the oeients of the
polynomials in the deomposition have bit length dominated by τDO(k
3)
with
D =
(
n+d
n
)
and k ≤ D(D + 1) −
(
n+2d
n
)
. Moreover, suh a deomposition an
be found within τO(1)DO(k
3)
bit operations.
Prior works. Khahiyan and Porkolab extended the well-known result of
Lenstra (1983) on the polynomial-time solvability of linear integer program-
ming in xed dimension to semidenite integer programming. The following
proposition is given in Khahiyan and Porkolab (1997, 2000).
Proposition 1.3 Let S ⊂ Rk be a onvex set dened as in Corollary 1.2.
There exists an algorithm for solving the problem min{Yk|Y = (Y1, . . . , Yk) ∈
S
⋂
Zk} in time ℓO(1)(sD)O(k
4)Πωi=1O(ni)
. In ase of non-empty, then the min-
imization problem has an optimal solution whose bit length is dominated by
ℓDO(k
4)Πωi=1O(ni)
.
Their algorithm was further improved by Heinz for the ase of onvex min-
imization where the feasible region is desribed by quasionvex polynomials
Heinz (2005).
Although we an apply Proposition 1.3 diretly to ertify that a given poly-
nomial with integer oeients to be non-negative for all real values of the
variables by omputing a sum of squares in Z[x1, . . . , xn], the nonnegativity
of a polynomial an be ertied if it an be written as a sum of squares of
polynomials in Q[x1, . . . , xn]. Some hybrid symboli-numeri algorithms have
been given in Peyrl and Parrilo (2007, 2008); Kaltofen et al. (2008, 2009) whih
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turn a numerial sum of squares representation of a positive polynomial into
an exat rational identity. However, it is well known that there are plenty of
polynomials whih are nonnegative but an not be written as sums of squares of
polynomials, for example, the famous Motzkin polynomial. This also impel us
to study Khahiyan and Porkolab's approah. It turns out that by fousing on
rational numbers instead of integers, we an design an exat algorithm whih
deide whether a given polynomial an be written as an SOS over the rationals
and give the rational SOS deomposition if it exists.
Struture of the paper. Setion 2 is devoted to reall the quantitative
and algorithmi results on omputing sampling points in semi-algebrai sets
and quantier elimination over the reals. Most of these results are proved in
Basu et al. (1996). Setion 3 is devoted to prove the orretness of the algo-
rithm on whih Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 rely. The omplexity analysis is
done in Setion 4. In Setion 5, we apply Theorem 1.1 to prove the announed
bounds on the bit length of the rational oeients of the deomposition into
sums of squares of a given polynomial with integer oeients.
Aknwledgments. This work is supported by the EXACTA grant of National
Siene Foundation of China (NSFC) and the Frenh National Researh Ageny
(ANR). The authors thank INRIA, KLMM and the Aademy of Mathematis
and System Sienes for their support.
2 Preliminaries
The algorithm on whih Theorem 1.1 relies and its omplexity analysis are
based on algorithmi and quantitative results on omputing sampling points in
semi-algebrai sets and quantier elimination over the reals.
2.1 Computing points in semi-algebrai sets
Consider a set of polynomialsP = {h1, . . . , hJ} ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk], and a quantier-
free P-formula Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) (i.e. a quantier-free formula whose atoms is one
of h = 0, h 6= 0, h > 0, h < 0 for h ∈ P). Let D be an integer suh that
deg(hi) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ J and ℓ the maximum bit length of the oeients of
the hi's. We denote by S ⊂ Rk the semi-algebrai set dened by Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk).
A funtion RealizableSignConditions omputing a set of algebrai points hav-
ing a non-empty intersetion with eah onneted omponent of semi-algebrai
sets dened by sign onditions satised by P is given in (Basu et al., 1996,
Setion 3) (see also (Basu et al., 2006, Chapter 5)). From this, a funtion Sam-
plingPoints omputing a set of algebrai points having a non-empty intersetion
with eah onneted omponent of S is obtained. These algebrai points are
enoded by
 a rational parametrization
G = 0, Y1 =
G1
G0
, . . . , Yk =
Gk
G0
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where G,G0, . . . , Gk are polynomials in Z[T ] suh that deg(gcd(G,G0)) =
0 and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, −1 ≤ deg(Gi) ≤ deg(G)−1 and 0 ≤ deg(G0) ≤ deg(G)−1;
the rational parametrization is given by the list G = (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk);
the degree of G is alled degree of the rational parametrization and Z(G) ⊂
Ck denotes the set of omplex points enoded by G;
 and a list T of the Thom-enodings of the real roots ϑ of G suh that
Φ
(
G1(ϑ)
G0(ϑ)
, . . . ,
Gk(ϑ)
G0(ϑ)
)
is true.
The bit omplexity of SamplingPoints is ℓJk+1DO(k) and the output is suh that
deg(G) = O(D)k and the bit length of the oeients of G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk is
dominated by ℓDO(k).
Fatorizing overQ a univariate polynomial h ∈ Q[T ] of degree δ with rational
oeients of maximum bit length ℓ an be done in ℓO(1)δO(1) bit-operations
(see Lenstra et al. (1982); van Hoeij and Novoin (2007); Shönhage (1984)).
Given a root ϑ of h, the minimal polynomial of ϑ has oeients of bit length
dominated by ℓ+O(δ) (see Mignotte (1982)).
Consider now a root ϑ of G and its minimal polynomial g. Sine G and G0
are o-prime, one an ompute G−10 mod g to obtain a rational parametrization
(g, g0, . . . , gk) with integer oeients of bit length dominated by ℓD
O(k)
and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, −1 ≤ deg(gi) ≤ deg(g)− 1 and 0 ≤ deg(g0) ≤ deg(g)− 1
within a bit-omplexity ℓO(1)DO(k). This implies the following result.
Proposition 2.1 There exists a funtion SemiAlgebraiSolve whih takes as
input the system Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) and omputes a rational parametrization G =
(G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk) and a list T of Thom-enodings suh that G is irreduible
over Q, and T ontains the enodings of the real roots ϑ of G suh that
(
G1(ϑ)
G0(ϑ)
, . . . ,
Gk(ϑ)
G0(ϑ)
)
∈
S. The bit length of the oeients of G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk is dominated by ℓDO(k)
and deg(G) = O(D)k. Moreover, SemiAlgebraiSolve requires ℓO(1)Jk+1DO(k)
bit operations.
Remark 2.2 Sine G and G0 are o-prime, one an ompute G0
−1 mod G in
polynomial time, and the binary length of its rational oeients an be bounded
via subresultants, we an assume, without loss of generality, that the rational
parametrization has a onstant denominator:
Y =
1
q
(G1(ϑ), G2(ϑ), . . . , Gk(ϑ)) ∈ S, G(ϑ) = 0, (2)
where the bit length of q and the oeients of G,G1, . . . , Gk are dominated by
ℓDO(k).
The above disussion leads also to the following result.
Proposition 2.3 Let G, T be the output of SemiAlgebraicSolve(Φ), δ be the
degree of G, and ℓ be the maximum bit length of the oeients of the poly-
nomials in G ∪ P. There exists a funtion RationalZeroDimSolve whih takes
INRIA
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as input G and Φ and returns a rational point y ∈ Z(G) if and only if y ∈
S ∩ Z(G) ∩ Qk, else it returns an empty list. The oordinates of these ratio-
nal points have bit length dominated by ℓδO(1) and omputations are performed
within O(k)O(J)ℓO(1)δO(1)
(
n+D
n
)O(1)
bit operations.
Remark 2.4 Aording to Proposition 2.1, the funtion SemiAlgebraiSolve om-
putes a rational parametrization G = (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk) suh that G is irre-
duible over Q. Therefore a rational point y ∈ Z(G) if and only if deg(G) = 1.
In order to hek whether y ∈ S, we only need to evaluate the formula Φ at y.
The following result is a restatement of (Basu et al., 1996, Theorem 4.1.2)
and allows us to bound the bit length of rational points in non-empty semi-
algebrai sets dened by strit polynomial inequalities.
Proposition 2.5 Let S ′ ⊂ Rk be a semi-algebrai set dened by a quantier-
free P-formula whose atoms are strit inequalities. Then S ′ ontains a rational
point whose oordinates have bit length dominated by ℓDO(k).
The proof of the above result (see (Basu et al., 1996, Proof of Theorem
4.1.2 pp. 1032)) is based on the routine RealizableSignConditions and the iso-
lation of real roots of univariate polynomials with rational oeients (see e.g.
(Basu et al., 2006, Chapter 10)). We denote by RationalOpenSemiAlgebraiSolve
a funtion taking as input the P-formula Φ and whih returns a rational point
in S if and only if there exists a non-empty semi-algebrai set S ′ dened by a
quantier-free P-formula whose atoms are strit inequalities suh that S ′ ⊂ S.
The result below is not stated in Basu et al. (1996) but is an immediate onse-
quene of this proof.
Corollary 2.6 Suppose that there exists a quantier-free P-formula whose atoms
are strit inequalities dening a non-empty semi-algebrai set S ′ ⊂ S. There
exists an algorithm omputing a rational point in S if and only if S 6= ∅. It
requires ℓO(1)Jk+1DO(k) bit operations and if a rational point is outputted, its
oordinates have bit length dominated by ℓDO(k).
2.2 Quantier elimination over the reals
We onsider now a rst-order formula F over the reals
(Q1X
[1] ∈ Rn1) · · · (QωX
[ω] ∈ Rnω ) P (Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])
where
 Y = (Y1, . . . , Yk) is the vetor of free variables;
 eah Qi (i = 1, . . . , ω) is one of the quantiers ∃ or ∀;
 P (Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω]) is a Boolean funtion of s atomi prediates
g(Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])∆i 0
where ∆i ∈ {>,<,=} (for i = 1, . . . , s) and the gi's are polynomials of
degree D with integer oeients of binary size at most ℓ.
RR n° 7045
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The following result on quantier elimination is a restatement of (Basu et al.,
1996, Theorem 1.3.1).
Theorem 2.7 There exists a quantied-free formula Ψ
I∨
i=1
Ji∧
j=1
(hij ∆ij 0)
(where hij ∈ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk] and ∆ij ∈ {=, >}) whih is equivalent to F and suh
that
 I ≤ s(k+1)Π
ω
i=1(ni+1)D(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
,
 Ji ≤ sΠ
ω
i=1(ni+1)DΠ
ω
i=1O(ni)
,
 deg(hij) ≤ DΠ
ω
i=1O(ni)
,
 the bit length of the oeients of the polynomials hij is dominated by
ℓD(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
.
The above transformation requires ℓs(k+1)Π
ω
i=1(ni+1)D(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
bit opera-
tions.
In the sequel, we denote by QuantierElimination a funtion that takes F as
input and returns a list [Ψ1, . . . ,ΨI ] where the Ψ
′
is are the onjuntions
Ji∧
j=1
(hij ∆ij 0).
3 Algorithm and orretness
3.1 Desription of the algorithm
We use the following funtions:
 Substitute whih takes as input a variable Yr ∈ {Y1, . . . , Yk}, a polynomial
h ∈ Q[Y1, . . . , Yk] and a Boolean formula F and whih returns a formula
F˜ obtained by substituting Yr by h in F .
 RemoveDenominators whih takes as input a formula F and returns a for-
mula F˜ obtained by multiplying the polynomials in F by the absolute
value of the lm of the denominators of their oeients.
Consider now a rational parametrization G = (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk, Gk+1) ⊂
Z[T ]k+3 with δ = deg(G). For 0 ≤ i ≤ δ − 1, denote by ai ∈ Zk the vetor
of integers whose j-th oordinate is the oeient of T i in Gj . Similarly, for
0 ≤ i ≤ δ − 1, bi denotes the oeient of T i in Gk+1. We use in the sequel a
funtion GenerateVetors that takes as input a rational parametrization G. This
funtion returns the set list of ouples (ai,bi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ δ − 1.
As in the previous setion, onsider now a set of polynomials P = {h1, . . . , hs} ⊂
Z[Y1, . . . , Yk], and a quantier-free P-formula Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) and let D be an in-
teger suh that deg(hi) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and σ the maximum bit length of the
INRIA
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oeients of the hi's. We denote by S ⊂ R
k
the semi-algebrai set dened by
Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) whih is supposed to be onvex.
The routine FindRationalPoints below takes as input the formulaΦ(Y1, . . . , Yk)
dening S ⊂ Rk and the list of variables [Y1, . . . , Yk].
FindRationalPoints(Φ, [Y1, . . . , Yk]).
1. Let L = RationalOpenSemiAlgebraicSolve(Open(Φ))
2. If L is not empty then return L
3. Let G, T = SemiAlgebraicSolve(Φ)
4. If T is empty then return [℄
5. Let L = RationalZeroDimSolve(G,Φ)
6. If L is not empty or k = 1 then return L
7. Else
(a) Let A1, . . . , Ak, B be free variables and Θ be the formula
∀Y ∈ Rk A21 + · · ·+A
2
k > 0 ∧ (¬Φ ∨ A1Y1 + · · ·+AkYk = B)
(b) Let [Ψ1, . . . ,ΨI ] = QuantifierElimination(Θ) and i = 1
() While i ≤ I do
i. G, T = SemiAlgebraicSolve(Ψi) and (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk, Gk+1) =
G
ii. If T is empty i = i+ 1 else break.
(d) Let C = GenerateVectors(G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk, Gk+1)
(e) Let a = (a1, . . . , ak) 6= (0, . . . , 0) and b ∈ Z suh that (a, b) ∈ C
(f) Let r = max(i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k and ai 6= 0)
(g) Let h = b −
Pr−1
j=1
aiYi
ar
(h) Let Φ′ = RemoveDenominators(Substitute(Yr, h,Φ))
(i) Let L = FindRationalPoints(Φ′, [Y1, . . . , Yr−1, Yr+1, . . . , Yk])
(j) If L is not empty,
i. Let (q1, . . . , qr−1, qr+1, . . . , qk) be its element;
ii. Let qr = Evaluate({Yi = qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, j 6= r}, h)
iii. if Φ(q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk) is true, return [(q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk)]
else return [℄.
(k) Else return [℄.
Proposition 3.1 The algorithm FindRationalPoints returns a list ontaining a
rational point if and only if S ∩Qk is non-empty, else it returns an empty list.
The next paragraph is devoted to prove this proposition.
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Remark 3.2 Let S ⊂ Rk be a onvex set dened by
S = {Y ∈ Rk : Rk(Q1X
[1] ∈ Rn1) · · · (QωX
[ω] ∈ Rnω ) P (Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])}
with quantiers Qi ∈ {∃, ∀}, where X [i] is a set of ni variables, P is a Boolean
funtion of s atomi prediates
g(Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])∆i 0
where ∆i ∈ {>,<,=} (for i = 1, . . . , s).
Denote by Θ the quantied formula dening S and by [Ψ1, . . . ,ΨI ] the output
of QuantifierElimination(Θ). Running FindRationalPoints on the Ψi's allows to
deide the existene of rational points in S. This proves a part of Corollary 1.2.
3.2 Proof of orretness
In the sequel, we denote by closZar(S) its Zariski-losure. Following (Bohnak et al.,
1998, Denition 2.8.1 and Proposition 2.8.2 pp. 50), we dene the dimension of
S as the Krull dimension of the ideal assoiated to closZar(S). By onvention,
the dimension of the empty set is −1.
We reuse the notations introdued in the desription of FindRationalPoints.
The proof is done by indution on k. Before investigating the ase k = 1, we
reall some elementary fats.
Preliminaries.
We start with a lemma.
Lemma 3.3 Let A ⊂ Rk be a semi-algebrai set dened by a quantier-free
P-formula. If dim(A) = k there exists y ∈ Rk suh that for all h ∈ P h(y) > 0
or h(y) < 0.
Proof. Suppose that for all y ∈ A, there exists h ∈ P suh that h(y) = 0.
Then, A is ontained in the union H of the hypersurfaes dened by h = 0 for
h ∈ P . Consequently, dim(A) ≤ dim(H) < k, whih ontradits dim(A) = k. 
The following lemma realls an elementary property of onvex semi-algebrai
sets of dimension 0.
Lemma 3.4 Let A ⊂ Rk be a onvex semi-algebrai set. If dim(A) = 0, then
A is redued to a single point.
Proof. If there exist two distint points y1, y2 in A, the set B = {ty1+(1−
t)y2, t ∈ [0, 1]} is ontained in A. This implies that closZar(B) ⊂ closZar(A) and
onsequently dim(B) ≤ dim(A). Sine closZar(B) is the line ontaining y1 and
y2, dim(B) = 1 and dim(A) ≥ 1 whih ontradits the assumption dim(A) = 0.
Our laim follows. 
Corretness when k = 1.
Lemma 3.5 Suppose that k = 1. Then Steps (1-6) return a rational point in
S if and only if S ∩Qk 6= ∅ else an empty list is returned.
Proof. If k = 1, the dimension of S is either 1, −1 or 0.
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1. Suppose that S has dimension 1. From Lemma 3.3, there exists a non-
empty semi-algebrai set S ′ ⊂ S dened by a quantier-free P-formula
whose atoms are strit inequalities. Thus S ′ ontains a rational point.
From Corollary 2.6, suh a rational point in S is outputted at Step (1).
2. Suppose that S has dimension −1 (i.e. S is empty). From Proposition
2.1, the list of Thom-enodings outputted at Step (3) is empty and the
empty list is returned at Step (4).
3. Suppose that S has dimension 0. From Lemma 3.4, S is a single point
ontained in Z(G). From Proposition 2.3, this point is outputted at Step
(5) if and only if it is a rational point; else the empty list is outputted.

The ase k > 1.
Our indution assumption is that, given a quantier-free P ′-formula Φ′ (with
P ′ ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk−1]) dening a onvex semi-algebrai set S ′ ⊂ Rk−1, FindRa-
tionalPoints returns a list ontaining a rational point if and only if S ′ ∩Qk−1 is
non-empty, else it returns an empty list.
Lemma 3.6 Suppose that 0 ≤ dim(S) < k. There exists (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Rk and
b ∈ R suh that (a1, . . . , ak) 6= (0, . . . , 0) and
∀(y1, . . . , yk) ∈ R
k (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ S =⇒ a1y1 + · · ·+ akyk = b. (3)
Proof. It is suient to prove that closZar(S) is an ane subspae over R:
in this ase, there exists a real ane hyperplane H (dened by
∑k
i=1 aiYi = b
for (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Rk \ (0, . . . , 0) and b ∈ R) suh that S ⊂ closZar(S) ⊂ H .
We prove below that closZar(S)∩R
k
is an ane subspae whih implies that
closZar(S) is an ane subspae.
From Lemma 3.4, if dim(S) = 0 then S is a single point; thus the onlusion
follows immediately.
We suppose now that dim(S) > 0; hene S is not empty and ontains in-
nitely many points. Consider y0 ∈ S. Given y ∈ Rk \ {y0}, we denote by
Ly0,y ⊂ R
k
the real line ontaining y and y0 and by Hy0,y ⊂ R
k
the real ane
hyperplane whih is orthogonal to Ly0,y and whih ontains y0.
Sine S is onvex, for all y ∈ S\{y0}, S∩Ly,y0 6= ∅. We onsider the set Uy0 =⋂
y∈S\{y0}
Hy0,y; note that Uy0 is an ane subspae sine it is the intersetion
of ane subspaes. We laim that the orthogonal of Uy0 is closZar(S) ∩ R
k
.
We rst prove that S is ontained in the orthogonal of Uy0 whih implies that
closZar(S)∩Rk is ontained in the orthogonal of Uy0 . By denition of Uy0 , for all
u ∈ Uy0 and all y ∈ S\{y0}, the inner produt of
−→y0u and
−−→y0, y is zero. We prove
now that the orthogonal of Uy0 is ontained in closZar(S)∩R
k
. By denition, the
orthogonal of Uy0 is the set of lines Ly,y0 for y ∈ S \ {y0}. Thus, it is suient
to prove that for all y ∈ S \ {y0}, Ly,y0 is ontained in closZar(S) ∩ R
k
. For all
y ∈ S\{y0}, S∩Ly,y0 6= ∅ beause S is onvex. Moreover, closZar(S∩Ly,y0)∩R
k
is Ly,y0. Sine S∩Ly,y0 ⊂ S, Ly,y0 is ontained in closZar(S)∩R
k
. Our assertion
follows. 
Suppose that dim(S) = k. Then, by Lemma 3.3, S ∩Qk is not empty and a
rational point is outputted at Step (2) by Corollary 2.6. Suppose now that S is
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empty. Then, an empty list is returned at Step (4). We suppose now that S is
not empty and that no rational point is outputted at Step (6). Hene, we enter
at Step (7).
Remark that the formula Θ (Step (7a)) denes the semi-algebrai set A ⊂
Rk × R suh that (a1, . . . , ak, b) ∈ A if and only if (a1, . . . , ak) 6= (0, . . . , 0) and
∀(y1, . . . , yk) ∈ R
k (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ S =⇒ a1y1 + · · ·+ akyk = b.
Thus, the quantier-free formula
∨I
i=1Ψi (Step (7b)) denes A. Note that by
Lemma 3.6, A is not empty. Hene, the loop at Step (7) ends by nding
a rational parametrization G = (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk, Gk+1) (omputed at Step
(7()i)) whih enodes some points in A.
From the speiation of SemiAlgebraiSolve, G is irreduible over Q. Let
a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Rk and b ∈ R suh that (a, b) ∈ A∩Z(G). Then, there exists
a real root ϑ of G suh that
G0(ϑ)
(
a
b
)
=
deg(G)−1∑
i=1
ϑi
(
ai
bi
)
(4)
where the ouples (ai,bi) ∈ Zk ×Z are those returned by GenerateVetors (Step
(7d)). Sine gcd(G0, G) = 1, G0(ϑ) 6= 0. Moreover, (a, b) ∈ A implies a 6=
(0, . . . , 0). Note also that (a, b) ∈ A implies that for all λ ∈ R⋆, (λa, λb) ∈ A
sine for all (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ S and λ ∈ R⋆
a1y1 + · · ·+ akyk = b⇐⇒ λ(a1y1 + · · ·+ akyk) = λb
This proves that
(a⋆, b⋆) = (G0(ϑ)a,G0(ϑ)b) ∈ A and (a
⋆
1, . . . , a
⋆
k) 6= (0, . . . , 0).
Thus, there exists i suh that ai 6= 0, whih implies that Step (7e) never fails.
To end the proof of orretness, we distinguish the ase where S ∩Qk is empty
or not.
The non-empty ase. We suppose rst that S∩Qk is non-empty; let (y1, . . . , yk) ∈
S∩Qk. Using (4), the linear relation a⋆1y1+ · · ·+a
⋆
kyk = b
⋆
implies the algebrai
relation of degree deg(G)− 1:
deg(G)−1∑
i=0
ϑi(
k∑
j=1
ai,jyj − bi) = 0, (5)
where ai,j is the j-th oordinate of ai. Sine G is irreduible, it is the minimal
polynomial of ϑ; hene ϑ is an algebrai number of degree deg(G). Thus, (5) is
equivalent to
∀0 ≤ i ≤ deg(G) − 1,
k∑
j=1
ai,jyj = bi.
We previously proved that there exists i suh that ai 6= 0. We let a =
(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Zk \ (0, . . . , 0) and b ∈ Z be respetively the vetor with inte-
ger oordinates and the integer hosen in C (Step (7e)). We have just proved
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that S ∩ Qk is ontained in the intersetion of S and of the ane hyperplane
H dened by a1Y1 + · · ·+ akYk = b. Note also that S ∩H is onvex sine S is
onvex and H is an ane hyperplane.
Consider the projetion πr : (y1, . . . , yk) ∈ Rk → (y1, . . . , yr−1, yr+1, . . . , yk) ∈
Rk−1 for the integer r omputed at Step (7f). It is lear that the formula Φ′
omputed at Step (7h) denes the semi-algebrai set πr(S ∩H) ⊂ Rk−1. Sine
S ∩H is onvex, πr(S ∩H) is onvex. Thus, the all to FindRationalPoints (Step
(7i)) with inputs Φ′ and [Y1, . . . , Yr−1, Yr+1, . . . , Yk] is valid. From the indution
assumption, it returns a rational point in πr(S ∩ H) if and only if πr(S ∩ H)
has a non-empty intersetion with Qk−1.
Sine S ∩ Qk (whih is supposed to be non-empty) is ontained in S ∩ H ,
πr(S ∩ H) ontains rational points. Thus, the list L (Step (7i)) ontains a
rational point qk−1 = (q1, . . . , qr−1, qr+1, . . . , qk) ∈ πr(S ∩ H). This implies
that π−1r (qk−1) ∩ H has a non-empty intersetion with S ∩ H . Remark that
π−1r (qk−1)∩H is the rational point q = (q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk) where qr
is omputed at Step (7(j)ii). It belongs to S sine π−1r (qk−1)∩H and S∩H have
a non-empty intersetion. Thus, Φ(q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk) is true and q is
returned by FindRationalPoints.
The empty ase. Suppose now that S ∩ Qk is empty. As above H denotes
the ane hyperplane dened by a1Y1 + · · ·+ akYk = b where (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Zk
and b ∈ Z are hosen at Step (7e). Using the above argumentation, πr(S ∩H)
is onvex and the formula Φ′ (Step (7h)) denes πr(S ∩ H). Thus, the all
to FindRationalPoints (Step (7i)) with inputs Φ′ and [Y1, . . . , Yr−1, Yr+1, . . . , Yk]
is valid. Suppose that πr(S ∩ H) does not ontain rational points. Then, by
the indution assumption, L is empty and the empty list is returned (Step
(7j)) whih is the expeted output sine we have supposed S ∩ Qk = ∅. Else,
L ontains a rational point (q1, . . . , qr−1, qr+1, . . . , qk). Consider the rational
point (q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk) (where qr is omputed at Step (7(j)ii)). It
an not belong to S sine we have supposed S ∩ Qk is empty. Consequently,
Φ(q1, . . . , qr−1, qr, qr+1, . . . , qk) is false and the empty list is returned.
4 Complexity
We analyze now the bit omplexity of FindRationalPoints.
Proposition 4.1 Consider a set of polynomials P = {h1, . . . , hs} ⊂ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk],
and a quantier-free P-formula Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) and let D be an integer suh that
deg(hi) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and σ the maximum bit length of the oeients of
the hi's. Then, FindRationalPoints(Φ, [Y1, . . . , Yk]) requires σ
O(1)(sD)O(k
3)
bit
operations. Moreover, if it outputs a rational point, its oordinates have bit
length dominated by σDO(k
3)
.
Remark 4.2 Let S ⊂ Rk be a onvex set dened by
S = {Y ∈ Rk : Rk(Q1X
[1] ∈ Rn1) · · · (QωX
[ω] ∈ Rnω ) P (Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])}
with quantiers Qi ∈ {∃, ∀}, where X [i] is a set of ni variables, P is a Boolean
funtion of s atomi prediates
g(Y,X [1], . . . , X [ω])∆i 0
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where ∆i ∈ {>,<,=} (for i = 1, . . . , s) and the gi's are polynomials of degree
D with integer oeients of binary size at most σ. Denote by Θ the quan-
tied formula dening S. By Theorem 2.7, QuantifierElimination(Θ) requires
σs(k+1)Π
ω
i=1(ni+1)D(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
bit operations.
It outputs a list of onjuntions Φ1, . . . ,ΦI with I ≤ s(k+1)Π
ω
i=1(ni+1)D(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
,
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ I, Φi is a onjuntion of Ji ≤ sΠ
ω
i=1(ni+1)DΠ
ω
i=1O(ni)
atomi
prediates h∆0 with h ∈ Z[Y1, . . . , Yk], ∆ ∈ {=, >} and deg(h) ≤ DΠ
ω
i=1O(ni)
and the bit length of the oeients of the polynomials hij is dominated by
σD(k+1)Π
ω
i=1O(ni)
. Thus, the ost of running FindRationalPoints on all the Φi's
requires σO(1)(sD)O(k
3Πωi=1ni)
bit operations. In ase of non-emptiness of S∩Qk,
it returns an element of S ∩Qk whose oordinates have bit length dominated by
σDO(k
3Πωi=1ni)
. This ends to prove Corollary 1.2.
We start with a lemma.
Lemma 4.3 Steps (1-6) of FindRationalPoints(Φ) perform within σO(1)sk+1DO(k)
bit operations. If a rational point is returned at Step (6) or Step (2), its oordi-
nates have bit length dominated by σDO(k).
Proof. The result is a diret onsequene of the results stated at Setion 2.
1. From Corollary 2.6, Step (1) is performed within σsk+1DO(k) bit opera-
tions and if a rational point is outputted at Step (2), its oordinates have
bit length dominated by σDO(k).
2. From Proposition 2.1, Steps (3) and (4) are performed within σO(1)sk+1DO(k)
bit operations.
3. From Proposition 2.3, Step (5) requires σO(1)DO(k) bit operations. More-
over, if a rational point is outputted at Step (6), its oordinates have bit
length dominated by σDO(k).

We prove now the following result.
Lemma 4.4 1. Steps (7a-7h) require σO(1)(sD)O(k
2)
bit operations. The
number of polynomials in Φ′ is s; their degrees are dominated by D and
the bit length of their oeients is dominated by σDO(k
2)
.
2. If a rational point with oordinates of bit length dominated by ℓ is returned
at Steps (7i-7j), the rational number omputed at Step (7(j)ii) has bit
length dominated by ℓ+ σDO(k
2)
.
Proof. FromTheorem 2.7, Steps (7a-7b) are performed within σsO(k
2)DO(k
2)
bit operations. The obtained quantier-free formula is a disjuntion of (sD)O(k
2)
onjuntions. Thus the loop (Step (7)) makes at most (sD)O(k
2)
alls to SemiAl-
gebraiSolve. Eah onjuntions involves (sD)O(k) polynomials of degree DO(k)
in Z[A1, . . . , Ak, B] with integers of bit length dominated by σD
O(k2)
.
Thus, from Proposition 2.1, Step (7()i) is performed within σO(1)(sD)O(k
2)
bit operations and outputs a rational parametrization of degree DO(k
2)
with
integer oeients of bit length dominated by σDO(k
2)
. Thus, the integers
in the list omputed at Step (7d) have bit length dominated by σDO(k
2)
. This
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implies that the polynomial obtained from Steps (7e-7g) has rational oeients
of bit length dominated by σDO(k
2)
. Assertion (2) follows immediately.
The bit omplexity of these steps is obviously negligible ompared to the
ost of Step (7()i). The substitution phase (Step 7h) has a ost whih is still
dominated by the ost of Step (7()i). As announed, the obtained formula Φ′
ontains s (k − 1)-variate polynomials of degree D with integer oeients of
bit length dominated by σDO(k
2)
. 
We prove now Proposition 4.1 by indution on k. The initialization of the
indution is immediate from Lemmata 3.5 and 4.3.
Suppose that k > 1. Suppose that the exeution of FindRationalPoints(Φ)
stops at Steps (2), or (4) or (6). From Lemma 4.3, we are done. Suppose now
that we enter in Step (7).
By Lemma 4.4(1), the formula Φ′ omputed at Step (7h) ontains s (k− 1)-
variate polynomials of degree D and oeients of bit length dominated by
σDO(k
2)
and is obtained within σO(1)(sD)O(k
2)
bit operations. The indution
assumption implies that
 Step (7i) requires σO(1)(sD)O(k
3)
bit operations,
 If a rational point is ontained in L (Step (7j)), its oordinates have bit
length dominated by σDO(k
3)
.
Hene, by Lemma 4.4(2), the rational number omputed at Step (7(j)ii) has
bit length dominated by σDO(k
3)
. Moreover, the ost of Steps (7(j)ii-7(j)iii) is
negligible ompared to the ost of previous steps.
5 Rational sums of squares
Consider a polynomial f ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn] of degree 2d whose oeients have
bit length bounded by τ . If we hoose v as the vetor of all monomials in
Z[x1, . . . , xn] of degree less than or equal to d, then we onsider the set of
real symmetri matries M = MT of dimension D =
(
n+d
n
)
for whih f =
vT · M · v. By Gaussian elimination, it follows that there exists an integer
k ≤ 12D(D + 1)−
(
n+2d
n
)
suh that
M = {M0 + Y1M1 + . . .+ YkMk, Y1, . . . , Yk ∈ R} (6)
for some rational symmetri matries M0, . . . ,Mk. The polynomial f an be
written as a sum of squares of polynomials if and only if the matrix M an be
ompleted as a symmetri positive semidente matrix (see Laurent (2001)). Let
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yk), we dene
S = {Y ∈ Rk | M(Y )  0, M(Y ) = M(Y )T , f = vT ·M(Y ) · v}. (7)
It is lear that S ⊆ Rk is a onvex set dened by setting all polynomials in
Φ(Y1, . . . , Yk) = {(−1)
(i+D)mi, i = 0, . . . , D − 1} (8)
to be nonnegative, where the mi's are the oeients of the harateristi poly-
nomial of M(Y ). The ardinality s of Φ is bounded by D and Φ ontains poly-
nomials of degree bounded by D whose oeients have bit length bounded by
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τD (see Powers and Wörmann (1998)). Hene the semi-algebrai set dened by
(7) is
S = {(Y1, . . . , Yk) ∈ R
k | (−1)(i+D)mi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ i ≤ D − 1}. (9)
The result below is obtained by applying Theorem 1.1 to the semi-algebrai
set dened above.
Corollary 5.1 Let f ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn] of degree 2d with integers of bit length
bounded by τ . By running the algorithm FindRationalPoints for the semi-algebrai
set dened in (7), one an deide whether f is a sum of squares in Q[x1, . . . , xn]
within τO(1)DO(k
3)
bit operations. Suppose f =
∑
f2i , fi ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xn], then
the bit lengths of rational oeients of the fi's are bounded by τD
O(k3)
.
Remark 5.2 Applying Proposition 1.3 by Khahiyan and Porkolab to the semi-
algebrai set dened in (7), one an deide whether f is a sum of squares
in Z[x1, . . . , xn] within τ
O(1)DO(k
4)
operations. Suppose that f =
∑
f2i , fi ∈
Z[x1, . . . , xn], then the bit lengths of integer oeients of fi are bounded by
τDO(k
4)
.
Porkolab and Khahiyan showed that the non-emptiness of the onvex set
dened in (7) over the reals an be determined in O(kD4) + DO(min{k,D
2})
arithmeti operations over ℓDO(min{k,D
2})
-bit numbers, where ℓ is the maximal
bit length of the matries Mi (see Porkolab and Khahiyan (1997)). Suppose
S 6= ∅, i.e., f ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xn] is a sum of m squares in K[x1, . . . , xn] where K
is an algebrai extension of Q. If K is a totally real number eld, then f is also
a sum of squares in Q[x1, . . . , xn], i.e, S
⋂
Qn 6= ∅ (see Hillar (2009); Kaltofen
(2009)). The following lemma and proof an be dedued from arguments given
in Kaltofen (2009).
Lemma 5.3 Suppose G = (G,G0, G1, . . . , Gk) is a rational parametrization for
the semi-algebrai set S dened in (7) omputed by SemiAlgebraiSolve. Suppose
ϑ is a real root of G suh that
Y (ϑ) =
1
q
(G1(ϑ), G2(ϑ), . . . , Gk(ϑ)) ∈ S, (10)
Then for any real root ϑi of G, we have
Y (ϑi) =
1
q
(G1(ϑi), G2(ϑi), . . . , Gk(ϑi)) ∈ S. (11)
Moreover, if the polynomial G has only real roots, then the point dened by
1
degG
∑degG
i=1 Y (ϑi) is a rational point in S.
Proof. Sine Y (ϑ) ∈ S, the matrix M(Y (ϑ)) is positive semidenite. We
an perform the Gaussian elimination over Q(ϑ) to obtain the deomposition
M(Y (ϑ)) = A(ϑ)TA(ϑ). It is lear that for any real root ϑi of G, M(Y (ϑi)) =
A(ϑi)
TA(ϑi) is also positive semi-denite, i.e., Y (ϑi) ∈ S. Moreover, if G has
only real roots ϑi, then
∑
ϑi,G(ϑi)=0
Gj(ϑi) ∈ Q. It follows that the point dened
by
1
degG
∑degG
i=1 Y (ϑi) is a rational point in S.

The above disussion leads to the following result.
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Theorem 5.4 Suppose f ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xn]. There exists a funtion RationalTo-
talRealSolve whih either determines that f an not be written as sum of squares
over the reals or returns a sum of squares representation of f over Q[x1, . . . , xn]
if and only if the polynomial G outputted from the funtion SemiAlgebraiSolve
has only real solutions. The oordinates of the rational oeients of polynomi-
als fi in f =
∑
i f
2
i have bit length dominated by τD
O(k)
and the bit omplexity
of RationalTotalRealSolve is τO(1)DO(k).
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